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The Ultimate Guide to Living in Uruguay: Are you looking for information on Uruguay? Are you

considering a move or retiring in Uruguay? Have you been tirelessly scouring the internet? We're

here to help. Here at Total Uruguay we have begun developing this helpful Expat Guide To Uruguay

to assist you in answering all those burning questions.Our guide is written by expats, for expats, and

aims to provide honest, helpful, practical information that will help you in your relocation process.

Find out all about residency requirements and legalizing your documents, read up on how to rent

and buy property in Uruguay, check out what types of health care are available and much

more.Most of it is written with a mix of personal experiences and raw how to information. We really

hope that our guide will help make your move to South America a pleasant one, and when you

arrive in Uruguay make sure to come and take part in our weekly expat lunch in Montevideo

(Pocitos). We've been meeting every Sunday since November of 2005 and new faces are always

welcome!As the ultimate expat Glen L. Roberts renounced his U.S. Citizenship and became

Stateless in June, 2013.
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I have found that this guide has been the most helpful of all of the information I have found on

Uruguay to date. I have been considering different options for retirement and would like to make a

visit to Uruguay. After reading this book, I feel I am definitely armed with the knowledge necessary

for me to make some informed decisions.One of the best parts is, I know that when I DO make a

visit to Uruguay, I know exactly where to go to be a part of other people in my very same

situation...learning the ropes, making good decisions, choosing my locations, etc.The book is well

written, I thought. There was lots of handy information and I don't think anyone would complain

about being misled, since the book is written with lots of different viewpoints and not just one person

trying to sell some retirement property or something. You can tell it is more people friendly that

some guide books written by the travel industry. It is a book for real people with real need for

information, BY real people with information to give.I also found that the interactive forum that goes

with this book is a wonderful resource for asking questions ahead of time for things I thought of after

reading the book. It was refreshing to real something that isn't strictly geared to entice you to move

overseas or retire in Uruguay. It is more about options with information to back it up, and where to

go to ask more questions.Too bad these people don't do a book for every country!

Well worth the small Kindle price and the time to read this short book.There has been very little

available in books about Uruguay and much of it is out of date. Just recently these ebooks have

been showing up and now thanks to 's self-publishing service there is some good information

available.I found this book to be very helpful in my soul searching about whether or not I would like

to move to Uruguay. If I decide to move I think this book will be even more valuable.The book is

fairly positive about Uruguay, I think it is intended to be. Even so it has given me pause in my

romantic thoughts about moving to Uruguay. It does a good job of presenting some of the difficulties

and hardships of both the move and life in general in Uruguay and I am not sure I am ready for the

hardships long term. For the six weeks or so that I will be in Uruguay next year they will be part of

the adventure but I am not sure about them over a long term residency.

Too many references to other blogs rather than a straight break down of the living situation in the

country . Out of date material.

I felt this was a well written book. It gave much information that will help someone decide wither or

not to consider Uruguay as a future home. It was especially good at letting you know what to expect



in looking for housing. There are several pitfalls that you would want to know about. Especially

issues relating to electrical problems you might face when renting or buying. It was money well

spent.

I've been looking at Uruguay as a future destination and have to say that this is the most practical

material I've found. No punches pulled, just direct and apparently accurate writing about the realities

of moving to and living in Uruguay. It provides information on everything from what to bring in your

initial shipment [if you're relocating there] to how to get your residency permit and through to

whether or not you should rent an older or younger house with or without heating. It's a very

practical set of information and I'm referring to it quite a bit in my planning.

I was just a visiting tourist and wanted to read more.The book is based on various expat's

contributions and deals with renting, leasing, building a house and the legal requirements.I liked the

statistics on the country and recognized a lot of material. It was very educational about the

demographics.I particularly liked the description of building and appliance (lack of) quality and why

that is.

A well put together ebook. Tons of information for those thinking of trying Uruguay as a destination

to stay a while or even live. Makes Me want to pack up and leave , yesterday. A really informative,

useful power packed ebook that any persons should think of grabbing, reading, and using.

Basic information to help you consider moving to Uruguay. Some of the informationis somewhat

outdated and of course, Uruguay has its own quirky way of operating.
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